Angelic Feng Shui Training

How to use the Angelic Feng Shui Recordings
There are two Angelic Feng Shui Recordings that came with your attunement. You received
a link to download these recordings in MP3 format. If you would like to purchase these
recordings in CD format, please check page 28.
The Angelic Feng Shui Accelerated Space Clearing Recording is a 12 minute compressed,
fast-acting Angelic Feng Shui clearing recording for your home and work spaces.
The Angelic Feng Shui Meditation and Space Healing Recording is a 33 minute long track
that can be used for healing meditation and space clearing at the same time.simultaneously
healing yourself and the spaces where you are listening to the recording.

Homes
We recommend that you play either of the two recordings at least once per month in your
home, or more often if you get frequent visitors. We also recommend that you play the
recording(s) right after someone has visited whose energy you would like to clear from the
home. You may also want to play them more frequently if you live in a neighborhood that is
very busy or if there are reasons for safety concerns.

Businesses
For businesses we recommend that you play either of the recordings at least one time per
week, but if your work place gets lots of traffic or if you practice a healing profession, you may
want to play the recording every evening, at closing. Some businesses play the recordings
once in the morning, before the work day starts and then again in the evening.

Real Estate Listings
For Real Estate listings we recommend that you use the 12 minute Angelic Feng Shui
Accelerated Space Clearing Recording. There are two ways to clear real estate property: you
can either play the recording on site or you can print out the real estate description from the
inernet and place the MP3 player on top of the printout (or next to the speakers if you are
playing from the CD)

For Meditation
For your meditation practice we recommend that you use the Angelic Feng Shui Meditation
and Space Healing 33 minute Recording.
Many people have reported feeling deeply relaxed when listening to Bill Austin’s healing and
meditation recordings. This is the reason that we decided to produce a longer recording so
that people can use the longer recording in order to relax and meditate at the same time as
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their space is cleared. Play this recording daily during your meditation or any time you feel
you need to relax, or to calm yourself down after you have had an upsetting moment.
Warning: These are relaxation recordings. DO NOT play them while driving, operating machinery,
or while performing any activity that requires focus and concentration.
Please note that our energy healing recordings are not intended to be medical or psychological
treatment nor a replacement for such treatment. All healing that occurs in any session comes
from your soul and Spirit. The recordings merely facilitate this process and set a space for the
healing to occur.

Energetic Buffers
Moni is very sensitive to manipulative and fear inducing energies and usually stays away from
media and especially the news. Moni has found that if she plays either of the Angelic Feng
Shui recordings while she reads the newspaper or a news magazine, she is less affected by
the less than love frequencies in media and can look at the information objectively without
having her emotions pulled into the situation.
Moni also plays the recordings in the background when she is teaching her children history
and geography and she needs to address information that may be shocking to them. She has
found that the children’s emotions are less intense when exposed to this type of information if
the recordings are playing.

Difficult Times and Feng Shui Challenges
Play the Angelic Feng Shui Meditation and Space Healing 33 minute Recording more often if
you are facing difficulties in any life area in particular or when your life seems to be stuck or
you feel like you have no direction. Feng Shui is especially helpful in situations like these.
Play the 12 minute long Angelic Feng Shui Accelerated Space Clearing Recording more often
when you need to get motivated to clean, declutter or organize. Play the recording first, then
tackle the challenge, so you can devote your whole attention to the task at hand.
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Disclaimer:
Please note that Angelic Feng Shui Training, the attunement, images and recordings are not intended to be medical
or psychological treatment nor a replacement for such treatment. All healing that occurs comes from your soul
and Spirit. The attunement, images and recordings are prayer-based and merely facilitate this process and set a
space for the healing to occur.
Feng Shui is the ancient Chinese Art of Placement and has been in use throughout the Orient for thousands of
years. The complex wisdom of the Feng Shui aspects gathered in these pages constitutes the dynamic experience
of the authors. An investigation of these inspired words is meant to lead you to your own understanding of
this complex wisdom. The authors make no claim for absolute effectiveness. The adoption and application of
the advice or information offered is solely the readers’ responsibility. The authors of this book do not dispense
medical or psychological advice or prescribe the use of any technique as a form of treatment for medical or
mental problems without the advice of a physician, either directly or indirectly. The intent of the authors is
only to offer information of a general nature to help readers in their quest for spiritual wellbeing. If the reader
chooses to use any of the information in this book as is the reader’s constitutional right, the authors assume
no responsibility for the reader’s actions.
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